Ten Reasons Why Tim Cooper is NOT a Provenance Problem
1. He did not seek out publicity for himself. In fact, he gave away documents and
publicity to Tim Good with the “Hillenkoetter to Military Assessment of the Joint
Intelligence Committee memo of 19 September 1947.”
2. If Bob and Ryan Wood did not visit him, talk with him, become his friend and ask
for documents they would still be in Cooper’s attic gather dust. This shows that
Cooper is not seeking recognition for his alleged forgery, which is a characteristic
action of forgery criminals.
3. Tim Cooper has a skeptical attitude. He did not openly embrace the documents nor
did he have the time to verify the details that have been partially checked by Wood
& Wood and others.
4. Despite claims of forgery by Tim Good, Dr. James Black (a forensic typewriter
specialist) was unable to conclude that the documents in question were typed with
the same typewriter, only that the make and model are the same. Any of the tens of
thousands of typewriters are suspect.
5. Tim Cooper is just one of many sources of the Majestic documents that mutually reenforce the content of the Cooper originated documents. Cooper is NOT the linchpin
to dismissing the government paper trail of UFO and ET complicity.
6. There is clear evidence in the form of postage meters, original envelopes, and
postmarks showing that many of the documents Cooper received did in fact travel
through the mail. Furthermore, two were postmarked “Langley Virginia” (CIA
headquarters postage meter) and Ft. Meade, FOIA office.
7. Several researchers have commented to Wood & Wood that Coopers writing style is
inconsistent with the leaked documents. Although anecdotal, forensic linguistics is
being applied to definitely conclude that Tim did or did not write any of the
documents in question.
8. Cooper’s failed lie detector test is consistent with him protecting his in-person
document sources — the CIA archivist, the legionnaire, and Thomas (Cy)
Cantwheel.
9. No one has admitted, or come forward claiming authorship.
10. Although of speculative value, high quality remote viewing (psychic) assets have
targeted Tim Cooper and the documents and concluded the documents are
predominately real and Cooper is not a forger. In fact, there seems to be multiple
origins of documents feeding to Cooper.

